
Overview
Hydraulic modelling provides an in-depth understanding of the hydraulic features of a physical system. It essentially involves the fundamental 
principles of hydraulic engineering involving analytical hydrodynamics, river hydraulics, turbulence and mechanics of sediment transport. 
4HUS��THE�COURSE�WILL�PROVIDE�A�COMPREHENSIVE�UNDERSTANDING�ON�VARIOUS�ISSUES�OF�HYDRAULICS�ELUCIDATING�THE�INSIGHT�OF�THE�mOW�PHYSICS�
AND�THE�APPLICABILITY�OF�THE�MODELS�TO�lELD�SITUATIONS��4HE�PURPOSE�OF�THIS�COURSE�IS�TO�DESCRIBE�THE�ANALYTICAL�DERIVATIONS��EMPIRICAL�SEMI
empirical formulations and mathematical modelling of the key problems related to hydraulic engineering. This course will primarily focus 
on the fundamental theories as well as the modern developments and methodologies of the subject. In addition, recent experimental 
techniques will be highlighted by which a number of challenging aspects are evidenced. The lectures will be delivered by a known 
INTERNATIONAL�FACULTY�HAVING�VAST�EXPERTISE�IN�THE�lELD�OF�HYDRAULIC�ENGINEERING��"OTH�STUDENTS�AND�PRACTITIONERS�CAN�THUS�GET�ACQUAINTED�
with several aspects of the subject from the world renowned experts of the subject.

Module

ADVANCES IN HYDRAULIC MODELLING

Duration of the Course  :  December 5–16, 2016

.UMBER�OF�PARTICIPANTS�FOR�THE�COURSE�WILL�BE�LIMITED�TO�lFTY�ONLY

s� �4HIS� COURSE� IS� DESIGNED� FOR� "4ECH� �lNAL� YEAR	� �� -4ECH� �� -3C� �� 0H$� STUDENTS� OF� THE� $EPARTMENT� OF� #IVIL�
%NGINEERING��$EPARTMENT�OF�-ECHANICAL�%NGINEERING��3CHOOL�OF�7ATER�2ESOURCES��#/2!,��$EPARTMENT�OF�'EOLOGY�
AND�'EOPHYSICS��!GRICULTURAL���&OOD�%NGINEERING�AND�$EPARTMENT�OF�/CEAN�%NGINEERING�AND�.AVAL�!RCHITECTURE�
WHO�WILL�BENElT�FROM�LEARN�THE�THEORETICAL�AND�EXPERIMENTAL�ASPECTS�OF�HYDRAULIC�MODELLING�FROM�AN�INTERNATIONAL�
faculty. This is an excellent opportunity for the students to get acquainted with the details of hydraulic modelling 
TO�PURSUE�THEIR�FURTHER�STUDIES�AND�OR�RESEARCH�IN�THE�SUBJECTS�RELATED�TO�HYDRAULIC�ENGINEERING��4HE�PARTICULAR�
feature will certainly be the way of presentation, not only employing the theoretical background but also 
illustration of topics with selected photographs and videos. Those who participate are further invited to actively 
design the lectures by questioning the presenter and to foster discussions on topics relating to the main issues 
of the lectures.

s� �&ACULTY�MEMBERS�AND�2ESEARCH�!SSOCIATES�FROM�REPUTED�ACADEMIC�INSTITUTIONS�AND�0RACTITIONERS�FROM�INDUSTRIES�
organisations can also participate.

Who 

Should

Attend



Fees

htt://www.cep.iitkgp.ac.in/gian

4HE�&ACULTY #OURSE�#OORDINATOR
Prof. Willi H. Hager� IS� CURRENTLY� A� 0ROFESSOR� OF� THE� %4(�
:URICH�� 3WITZERLAND�� $URING� HIS� PAST� ��� YEARS� OF� ACADEMIC�
and professional activities, he was interested in hydraulic 
STRUCTURES��WASTEWATER�HYDRAULICS���HIGHSPEED��mOWS���IMPULSE��
WAVES��SCOUR�AND�EROSION��(E�HAS�PUBLISHED�MORE� THAN�����
papers both in peer-review journals as also in national journal 
AND� SCIENTIlC� CONGRESSES��(E� ALSO� AUTHORED� BOOKS� ON� THESE�
TOPICS��AMONG�WHICH�ARE�$AM�HYDRAULICS������	��#ONSTRUCTIONS�
HYDRAULIQUES������	��7ASTEWATER�HYDRAULICS������	�AND�THREE�
volumes on Hydraulicians. He was the Editor of the Journal of 
(YDRAULIC�2ESEARCH�)!(2������n����	�AND�!SSOCIATE�%DITOR�
OF�THE�*OURNAL�OF�(YDRAULIC�%NGINEERING��!3#%������n����	�

0ROF��3UBHASISH�$EY�IS�A�0ROFESSOR�OF�THE�$EPARTMENT�OF�#IVIL�
Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur. He is 
AN�!SSOCIATE�%DITOR� OF� THE� *OURNAL� OF�(YDRAULIC�%NGINEERING�
�!3#%	��*OURNAL�OF�(YDRAULIC�2ESEARCH��)!(2	��3EDIMENTOLOGY��
!CTA�'EOPHYSICA��)NTERNATIONAL�*OURNAL�OF�3EDIMENT�2ESEARCH��
AND� *OURNAL� OF� (YDRO%NVIRONMENT� 2ESEARCH�� (IS� RESEARCH�
interests include analytical hydrodynamics, turbulence, 
sediment transport and scour. He is the author of a book titled 
h&LUVIAL�(YDRODYNAMICSv�PUBLISHED�BY�3PRINGER6ERLAG�

The participation fees for taking the course is as follows:
Participants from abroad   :  $ 500

)NDUSTRY��2ESEARCH�/RGANIZATIONS� � ��� ` 20000

Academic Institutions   :  ` 5000

"ONAlDE�STUDENTS�OF�!CADEMIC�)NSTITUTIONS� ��� ` 1000 (to be refunded after completion of course) 

The fee includes all instructional materials, computer use for tutorials and assignments, laboratory equipment 
USAGE�CHARGES��AND����HOURS�FREE�INTERNET�FACILITY��4HE�PARTICIPANTS�WILL�BE�PROVIDED�ACCOMMODATION�ON�PAYMENT�
basis.

0ROF��3UBHASISH�$EY
0HONE���������������/	�������
��������2	

%MAIL��SDEY CIVIL�IITKGP�ERNET�IN�

sdey@iitkgp.ac.in

2EGISTRATION�0ROCESS
2EGISTRATION� FOR� ')!.� COURSES� IS� NOT�
automatic because of the constraints on 
maximum number of participants allowed 
to register for a course. In order to register 
for one or multiple non-overlapping 
courses, you have to apply online using the 
following steps:

1.  Create login and password at www.cep.

iitkgp.ac.in/gian

2.  Login and complete the registration 

form.

3.  Select courses

4. �#ONlRM�YOUR�APPLICATION�AND�PAYMENT�
information. 

5. �0AY�` 500 (non-refundable) through 

ONLINE�PAYMENT�GATEWAY�

The course coordinators of the selected 
courses will go through your application 
AND�CONlRM�YOUR�SELECTION�AS�A�PARTICIPANT�
one month before the starting date of the 
courses. Once you are selected you will be 
informed and requested to pay the full fees 
through online payment gateway service.

Fees


